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Abstract

The main purpose of this paper is to calculate a perfect basketball free throw for any given height. In doing
so there are several steps stated to follow thoroughly to be able to perfect each angle and velocity needed for the
free throw. This paper focused on the calculations of the initial angle and initial velocity required for a professional
basketball player and then applying the calculations to an average height person. Some of the topics discussed in the
paper are a range theorems, such as the Shooting Method, Stoke’s Law, and the Magnus Effect. This paper will allow
insight into the mathematics of a basketball free throw and allow a simulation of a free throw in MATLAB.

1 Introduction
The studies done in this paper have been based primarily off of Dr. Joerg M. Gablonsky and Dr. Andrew S.I.D.
Lang’s ”Modeling Basketball Free Throws”. A basksteball free throw is awarded to a player during a game for a
specific reason, ranging from a foul to personal injury. In the NBA the average player makes about 70% to 80% of all
free throw shots. The model I used in this project is Shaquille O’Neal, who is 7’1” and who has a career free throw
percentage of 52.7%.(NBA.com) Although his team mate Ray Allen who is 6’5” and has a career free throw average
of 89.4%.(NBA.com) Also it has beed rumored that the taller the player the better the chance of shooting a free throw,
so why is it that Shaquille O’Neal is so terrible at shooting free throws? This paper gives a little insight into Shaquille
O’Neal’s world of free throws.

2 The Model
In order to address the problem of finding an optimal shooting angle and initial velocity to get a ball in the basketball
hoop under idealized conditions, we are required to perform several steps and make several assupmtions that are as
follows.

Assumptions:

• Allow only ”nearly nothing but net” shots.

• Ignore air resistance.

• Ignore any spin the ball may have.

• There is no sideways error in the trajectory.

• There is no error in the initial shooting velocity.
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Figure 1

• The shooter is 7’1” tall.

Along with the stated assumptions, there are several constants given to help solving for the angle and velocity. We
are given the dimentions of the basketball court and basketball as follows.

• The Diameter of the Basketball Hoop’s Rim (Dr): 1.5ft

• The Diameter of a Basketball (Db): 0.8ft

• The Horizontal Distance from the players feet to the base of the Basketball Hoop (L): 13.54ft

• The Vertical Distance from the position of the ball held above the player’s head to the top of the rim of the
Basketball Hoop (h): 1.146 ft

• The Acceleration due to Gravity (g): 32 ft/s.2

Please keep in mind that this vertical height is only for Shaquille O’Neal and will change for each shooter’s height.

3 Derivations
Initial Velocity: I started with the basic velocity equation in the y-direction.

• y(T ) = v0sin(θ)T + 1
2gT.

2

– where h = y(T ) and T = L
cos(θ)V

• solving for the initial velocity: v0 = L
cos(θ)

√
−g

2(Ltan(θ)−h)

Now to calculate length of error*, and replace L with x and then solve:

• x = v0cos(θ)
−g (v0sin(θ) +

√
v0.2sin(θ) + 2gh

*This is used in a section of the project that is still to come. To see complete derivations,please refer to Apendix 2.
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Figure 2: The distance from the front of the rim to the center of the ball. (Modeling a Basketball Free Throw)

4 Trajectory for Center of Hoop
Here we must assume the ideal shot is one in which the basketball goes through the center of the hoop. We must
assume this to be true to allow us to find the ”ideal” shot for everyone not matter their height. I assumed it would
be slightly above 45 degrees simply due to fact that if a ball were to be thrown at a 45 degree angle it would hit the
rim and bounce away. Once inputing Shaquille O’Neal’s height into my code (see Apendix 1) I found that Shaquille
O’Neal’s ideal shot would be at a 48.8 degree angle and at 6.62 m/s.

• The distance s is the distance between the center of the ball and the front of the room.

• s =
√

(x(t)− (L− Dr
2 )).2 + (y(t)− h).2

– In order for the ball to go through the center of the hoop, allow x+ Db
2 = L+ Dr

2

5 Shooting Method
”Definition: The shooting method is a method for solving a boundary value problem by reducing it to the solution of
an initial value problem.” (wikipedia) My understanding of the shooting method is to mathematically set boundaries
for a give area and allow the ball to be tested with in the range of the boundaries and to adjust such boundaries as
needed. This then allows the ball to pass throw the hoop more acurately. Although in life not everything has specific
initial conditions, but we can determine specific constraints or otherwise known as boundary conditions. There are
three boundary contions we know right away; the initial time at time zero and initial height or 7’1” along with the final
height 10’. Unfortunately I was not able to calculate my boundary conitions as much as I had anticipated to. Although
I was able to derive the following functions in terms of theta to give myself some constraints in addition to the initial
and final time and heights.

• y(θ) = v0sin(θ)t+ ( 12 )(g)t
2

• x(θ) = v0cos(θ)t

• t(θ) = −v∗sin(θ)
−g +

√
((v2) ∗ (sin(θ)2)− 832))

• v(θ) = L
cos(θ) ∗

√
( −g
2∗(L∗tan(θ)−h)

• s(θ) =
√
((x− (L− Dr

2 ))2 + (y − h)2)

With these equations along with our initial and final time and heights I was then able to have an accruate assumtion
of the basketball free throw. The Figure 2 ia a plot of Shaquille O’Neal’s ideal shooting angle and velocity simulated
from my code in Matlab. (Please see Appendix 1 for full code.)
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Figure 3: Simulation of Shaquille O’Neal’s Ideal Free Throw

Figure 4: Demonstration of Free Throw Arms and Measured Height

6 Finding Your Height
When I was trying to do the calulations for this part I realized that Shaquille O’Neal is only 7’1” but his height the
paper used was 8.854 ft. This was do to the fact that I needed to include the height of the shooter’s arms over their
head. We must assume that one needs to shoot the ball from over their head, and the height used to calculate each
shooting angle and velocity is from the height of when the ball leaves the shooter’s fully extendend arms and hands,
as seen in figure 3. This length for Shaquille O’Neal was 25% of his height which I continued to use the same rate for
everyone else’s heights. The table below is from the paper and I was able to use my code to prove each height to be
true. Please refer to Table 1.

7 Refining the Model
Now that we have found the ideal velocity and shooting angle, we can now add in air resistance, error in tragectory,
and any other error that could come into play. We know that although there is an ideal shooting angle and initial
velocity for everyone, one will not be able to match that velocity and angle every single time they try to shoot the ball.
So I was able to find a person’s ideal shooting ”range”. This range is where any given person should be able to allow
the ball to pass through the hoop each time.
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Table 1

Height Release Angle Release Velocity
5’ 56.64 7.34 m/s
5’1” 56.47 7.32 m/s
5’2” 56.31 7.29 m/s
5’3” 56.14 7.26 m/s
5’4” 55.97 7.24 m/s
5’5” 55.80 7.21 m/s
5’6” 55.63 7.18 m/s
5’7” 55.45 7.16 m/s
5’8” 55.28 7.13 m/s
5’9” 55.11 7.10 m/s
5’10” 54.94 7.08 m/s
5’11” 54.77 7.05 m/s
6’ 54.60 7.05 m/s
6’1” 54.43 7.00 m/s
6’2” 54.25 6.97 m/s
6’3” 54.08 6.95 m/s
6’4” 53.91 6.92 m/s
6’5” 53.74 6.89 m/s
6’6” 53.57 6.87 m/s
6’7” 53.40 6.84 m/s
6’8” 53.22 6.82 m/s
6’9” 53.05 6.79 m/s
6’10” 52.88 6.76 m/s
6’11” 52.54 6.74 m/s
7’ 52.54 6.71 m/s
7’1” 52.37 6.71 m/s
7’2” 52.20 6.66 m/s
7’3” 52.02 6.64 m/s
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Figure 5: Simulation Of My Ideal Free Throw

The ”range” mention here, is in reference to the angle of error and error in velocity allowed for each player to still
allow the ball to pass through the hoop. This is a very small measure which I started to calculate, but unfortuanlty I
was not able to prove the paper’s calculations due my over simplifaction of my code. But each player is allowed a little
over two degrees of error in their shooting angle and a 5% change in velocity allowed for the ball to still pass through
the hoop. The ”range” of theta can be provided by the following equations to give you an interval of which theta can
lie in.

• θlow(θ) = s(θ)2 − (Db2 )2

• θhigh(θ) = x(θ)− L+ Db−Dr
2

Originaly I intended on trying to put my findings to the test by myself actually trying to shoot a basketball free
throw at my ideal velocity and angle. To measure the angle was more of an ”eye-ball” after useing a protractor and
following this angle to the basket. Although the velocity was going to be a little bit easier, because I was able to get
the campus police to agree to use their radar gun to calutlate my shooting velocity. Unfortuantely the campus police’s
gun wasn’t working correctly and further more I was not able to even get the ball to pass through the hoop at any angle
let alone my optimal shooting angle. Thus proving that shooting a free throw is not as easy as some make it out to be.
Although the figure 4 is a model of my personal ideal free throw. The angle is 55.28 degrees with a velocity of 7.13
m/s that I had attempted to prove true.

8 What is the best shot?
In the beginning of my calcuations we were to assume the best shot was through the center of the hoop, but is this
truly the ideal shot? This can’t really be calulated mathematically to a certain extent. Since every person is different
how can we assume they will all shoot the same way, we can not. Thus we can only assume that a shorter person
(under 6 feet) will have a shallow shot and should aim more towards the rear of the hoop to allow the shooter to ensure
the ball passes throught the hoop. Now a taller person will most likely have a longer shot and should probably aim a
little more towards the front of the hoop to once again allow the ball to pass through the basket. Please keep in mind
that all of these shots are still assuming that there is no side-ways error. As mentioned before their should be about 2
degrees of play room for any given shooter, but the paper calcualates there to be about 2.5 degrees of play room for a
taller person. This also allows them to have a wider range in velocity as well. Thus leading to the conclusion that the
taller the player the higher the percentage of free throws, but clearly this is not true for every case. Once again we can
look at Shaquille O’Neal and his team mate Ray Allen. Shaquille is 7’1” with 2.52 degrees of freedom in his shooting
angle and Ray Allen is 6’5” with only 2.38 degrees of freedom, but yet Ray Allen’s carreer free throw percentage is
89.4% compared to O’Neal’s at 52.7%. Which lead me to belive I may have more problems in my model.
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9 Air Resistance
Air resistance was being ignored at first but as we refine our model we need to be able to narrow down our parameters
of each free throw. The section for air resitance was rather vague in the paper and as I looked elsewhere I found that the
equation they were using was derived from Stoke’s Law. Stoke’s Law is also know as drag force and is the following
formula:

• Fd = 6πµRv0

• where:

– Fd is the frictional force

– µ is dynamic viscosity (N s
m

2)

– R is the radius of the sphere

– v0 is the calclated velocity from before

This then causes the ball to fall downward not only due to gravity but also due to the ”terminal velocity” also know as
the settling velocity, given by:

• vs =
2
9
(ρp−ρf )

µ g R2

• where:

– vs is the settling velocity

– ρp is the mass density of particles

– ρf is the mass density of fluid

– g is gravity

Please also keep in mind that Stoke’s Law requires several assumptions as well:

• Laminar Flow

• Spherical particles

• Smooth surfaces

• Particles do not interfere with each other

(Wikipedia)I believe that this Law should not effect our initial shooting angle or velocity in any way, although this
section of the project was a bit confusing to me and I must admit I was not able to complete the derivations. Although
after researching Stoke’s Law I was approched my another student, who had mentioned that a free throw’s bend or arc
curve might also be due to the Magnus Effect.

10 Magnus Effect and Side-ways Trajectory
The effect that allows the ball to spin is called the ”Magnus Effect”. The Magnus Effect is a ”force that bends the balls
flight” (wikiepdia) also known as a spin. Not all players choose to put a spin on the ball, but I am trying to calculate
both trajectories. This effect would create a 3-D model rather than a 2-D model, because a spin would be put could
force the ball to have a side ways error. Unfortunatly my code has composed a problem because once again I have
made my code to simple and I am not really sure how to go about creating a 3-D model out of my 2-D model.
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11 Future Findings
I have been able to complete only a fraction of which I hoped to have completed. I have been able to understand a
substancial amount more about the shooting method and its components, but unfortunatly I would have like to have
taken the project further and try to calculate the perfect spin allowed for the ball, and possibly narrow down the
parameters even further. Also I would of liked to see how much of the arc in the ball’s path actually is due to Stoke’s
Law rather than the Magnus Effect. Although, I was able to understand the necessary components to refine my model
further, but do to my limited knowledge of MATLAB I was not able to test and model the refined model correctly.
I would have liked to expand my code to be able to correctly demonstrate the necessary shooting angle and velocity
which included the air resistance, side-ways error, and Magnus Effect.
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13 Appendix 1
First Part:

clear all;
%H=5+9/12; %% Height in terms of feet

%h=10-1.25*H;
L = 13.54; %% Length of Basketball Court
h = 1.146; %% Height for Shaq (from top of hands to basketball rim
Db = .8; %% Diameter of Basketball
Dr = .5; %% Diameter of Rim
g = -32; %% Gravity
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theta = 52.37;

v0=@(theta) (L/cosd(theta))*sqrt((-g)/(2*(L*tand(theta)-h)));

%%This is where I have over simplified my original model to make it fit.
x =@(theta) v0(theta)*cosd(theta)*t(theta);
y =@(theta) v0(theta)*sind(theta)*t(theta)+ (.5*g*t(theta).ˆ2);
s =@(theta) sqrt((x(theta)-(L-Dr/2)).ˆ2 + (y(theta)-h).ˆ2);

%%Establishing the inteval for optimal shot angle
thetalow =@(theta) s(theta).ˆ2 - (Db/2).ˆ2;
thetahigh =@(theta) x(theta) - L + ((Db-Dr)/2);

Second Part:
clear all;
H=7+1/12; %Enter height here (in terms of feet)

h=10-1.25*H; %% Calcuated vertical distance needed to travel hands to hoop
L = 13.54; %% Distance of free throw line to hoop
%h = 1.146; %% height for Shaq
Db = .8; %% Diameter or Basketball
Dr = .5; %% Diameter of Rim
g = -32; %% Graity

%theta = atand(h/L);
theta = 52.54;

v0=@(theta) (L/cosd(theta))*sqrt((-g)/(2*(L*tand(theta)-h)));

%t =@(theta) (-v0(theta)*sind(theta)+sqrt((v0(theta).ˆ2)*(sind(theta).ˆ2)+(64*h)))/g;
tf=@(theta) L/(v0(theta)*cosd(theta));
T = 0:.05:tf(theta);
N=length(T);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Visualize the SHOT!!!!%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
for i=1:N
x =@(theta) v0(theta)*cosd(theta)*T(i);
y =@(theta) v0(theta)*sind(theta)*T(i)+ (.5*g*T(i).ˆ2);

Y(i)=y(theta);
X(i)=x(theta);

end

Y=Y+10-h;
plot(X,Y,’-o’)
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YLIM([0,max(Y)+1])

14 Appendix 2
Derivations:

Initial Velocity:
h = v_0sin(\theta)T + \frac{1}{2}gTˆ2 where T = \frac{L}{cos(\theta)v_0}
h = tan(\theta)L + \frac{gL\ˆ2}{2cos(\theta)v_0ˆ2
h - tan(\theta)L = \frac{gL\ˆ2}{2cos(\theta)v_0ˆ2
\frac{2cos(\theta)ˆ2}{gLˆ2}(h - tan(\theta)L) = \frac{1}{v_0ˆ2}
\sqrt{\frac{gLˆ2}{2cos(\theta)\ˆ2(h-tan(\theta)L)}} = \sqrt{v_0ˆ2}
\frac{L}{cos(\theta)ˆ2}\sqrt{\frac{-g}{2cos(\theta)ˆ2(h-tan(\theta)L)}} = v_0

X:
\frac{v_0cos(\theta)}{x}ˆ2 = \frac{-g}{2xtan(\theta)-2h}
v_0ˆ2 cos(\theta)ˆ2 = \frac{-gxˆ2}{2xtan(\theta)-2h}
v_0ˆ2cos(\theta)ˆ2 2xtan(\theta) - 2hv_0ˆ2cos(\theta)ˆ2 = -gxˆ2
gxˆ2 + 2xv_0ˆ2 sin(\theta)cos(\theta) - 2hv0ˆ2 cos(\theta)ˆ2
xˆ2 + \frac{2xv_0ˆ2 sin(\theta)cos(\theta)}{g} - \frac{2hv0ˆ2 cos(\theta)ˆ2}{g}

*apply quadritic fromula
x = \frac{v_0cos(\theta)}{-g}(v_0sin(\theta) + \sqrt{v_0.ˆ2sin(\theta) + 2gh}
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